Noni, typ.
Native ground cover, such as:
- Akia
- Pohinahina

All existing signs to remain

Gate

Stepping stones, typ.

Green ti, typ.

Existing wall to remain

Existing lawn to remain

Uala (in raised planting bed)

Aali hedge, typ.

Perimeter aluminum fence (5ft ht.)

 Existing path to remain

Existing lawn to remain

Aali hedge, typ.

Interpretive sign

Ahu

Nau, typ.

Litter receptacle

Wall-mounted interpretive sign

Existing conc, ramp, stairs, plaque on wall, & wall to remain

Mamaki, typ.

Kukui, typ.

Native tree such as:
- Kukui
- Iliahi
- Alahe`e

Exhibit C. Final preferred concept plan (for review only)